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Abstract

We investigate the discovery prospects for NMSSM Higgs bosons during the 13 TeV run of the
LHC. While one of the neutral Higgs bosons is demanded to have a mass around 125 GeV and
Standard Model (SM)-like properties, there can be substantially lighter, nearby or heavier
Higgs bosons, that have not been excluded yet by LEP, Tevatron or the 8 TeV run of the
LHC. The challenge consists in discovering the whole NMSSM Higgs mass spectrum. We
present the rates for production and subsequent decay of the neutral NMSSM Higgs bosons
in the most promising final states and discuss their possible discovery. The prospects for
pinning down the Higgs sector of the Natural NMSSM will be analysed taking into account
alternative search channels. We give a series of benchmark scenarios compatible with the
experimental constraints, that feature Higgs-to-Higgs decays and entail (exotic) signatures
with multi-fermion and/or multi-photon final states. These decay chains furthermore give
access to the trilinear Higgs self-couplings. We briefly discuss the possibility of exploiting
coupling sum rules in case not all the NMSSM Higgs bosons are discovered.
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1 Introduction

The discovery of a new particle with mass around 125 GeV by the Large Hadron Collider
Experiments ATLAS and CMS [1, 2] has immediately triggered investigations of its properties
such as spin and CP quantum numbers and couplings to other SM particles. These analyses
conclude so far that the discovered particle is a Higgs boson which behaves rather SM-like.
Additionally no new resonances have been discovered which could point to extensions beyond
the SM (BSM). This renders the detailed investigation of the Higgs properties at highest possible
accuracy accompanied by the search for new particles even more important. The Higgs sector
of supersymmetric extensions of the SM introduces an enlarged Higgs spectrum due to the
requirement of at least two complex Higgs doublets to ensure supersymmetry [3]. These lead in
the Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the SM (MSSM) [4] to five Higgs bosons. The Next-
to-Minimal Supersymmetric Extension of the SM (NMSSM) [5] is extended by an additional
complex superfield Ŝ and allows for a dynamical solution of the µ problem [6] when the singlet
field acquires a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value. After electroweak symmetry breaking
(EWSB) the NMSSM Higgs sector features seven Higgs bosons, which are in the CP-conserving
case given by three neutral CP-even, two neutral CP-odd and two charged Higgs bosons. A nice
consequence of the singlet superfield, which couples to the Higgs doublet superfields Ĥu and
Ĥd, are new contributions to the quartic coupling proportional to the singlet-doublet coupling
λ so that the tree-level mass value of the lighter MSSM-like Higgs boson is increased. Therefore
less important radiative corrections are required to shift the mass value to 125 GeV and in turn
smaller stop masses and/or mixing, allowing for less fine-tuning [7, 8].

The singlet admixture in the Higgs mass eigenstates entails reduced couplings to the SM
particles. Together with the enlarged Higgs sector this leads to a plethora of interesting phe-
nomenological scenarios and signatures. Thus very light Higgs bosons are not yet excluded by
the LEP searches [9] if their SM couplings are small enough. In turn heavier Higgs bosons can
decay into a pair of lighter Higgs bosons subsequently decaying into SM particles which leads
to interesting final state signatures [10–12]. Furthermore, branching ratios into LHC standard
search channels such as γγ or vector boson final states can be enhanced or suppressed [8,13]. An
enhanced photonic rate of the 125 GeV Higgs boson can also be due to two almost degenerate
Higgs bosons with masses near 125 GeV [8,14]. The investigation of double ratios of signal rates
at the high-energy option of the LHC would allow for the resolution of the double peak [15]. It
is obvious that on the theoretical side the reliable interpretation of such BSM signatures and
the disentanglement of different SUSY scenarios as well as their distinction from the SM situa-
tion requires precise predictions of the SUSY parameters such as masses and Higgs couplings to
other Higgs bosons including higher order corrections. For the CP-conserving NMSSM the mass
corrections are available at one-loop accuracy [16–20], and two loop results of O(αtαs + αbαs)
in the approximation of zero external momentum have been given in Ref. [18]. In the complex
case the Higgs mass corrections have been calculated at one-loop accuracy [21–24] with the
logarithmically enhanced two-loop effects given in [25]. Higher-order corrections to the trilinear
Higgs self-coupling of the neutral NMSSM Higgs bosons have been provided in [10]. But also
constraints that arise from Dark Matter, the low-energy observables, the direct Higgs boson
searches at LEP, Tevatron and the LHC as well as restrictions on the SUSY parameter space
due to the exclusion bounds on SUSY particle masses have to be included when investigating
viable NMSSM scenarios. By performing a scan over wide ranges of the NMSSM parameter
space, incorporating in our analysis higher order corrections to the NMSSM Higgs parameters
and their production and decay rates [26–28] and taking into account experimental constraints,
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we investigate the features of the NMSSM Higgs spectrum, the Higgs mass values and mixings.1

We present signal rates for the various SM final states and discuss the prospect of discovering
the NMSSM Higgs bosons during the next run of the LHC at a center-of-mass (c.m.) energy of
13 TeV. Subsequently, we restrict ourselves to a subspace of the NMSSM with a slightly broken
Peccei-Quinn symmetry, that is characterized by a rather light Higgs spectrum with masses
below about 530 GeV. This subspace, which we call Natural NMSSM, turns out to allow for the
discovery of all Higgs bosons for a large fraction of its scenarios. It can therefore be tested or
ruled out at the next LHC run. Besides their direct production, the Higgs bosons can also be
produced in the decays of heavier Higgs bosons into lighter Higgs pairs or into a Higgs and gauge
boson pair. The Higgs-to-Higgs decay processes give access to the trilinear Higgs self-couplings,
which are a necessary ingredient for the reconstruction and test of the Higgs potential. We
present benchmark scenarios that cover various aspects of Higgs-to-Higgs decays. We find that
they lead to, in part unique, in part exotic, multi-photon and/or multi-lepton final states. These
scenarios can therefore be viewed as benchmark scenarios and should be considered in the ex-
perimental searches to make sure that no BSM states will be missed. We also briefly discuss
what can be learned from the couplings of the discovered Higgs bosons in case not all of the
NMSSM Higgs bosons are accessible.

The layout of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we briefly introduce the
NMSSM Lagrangian. In section 3 the details of the scan in the NMSSM parameter space are
given. Our results are shown in section 4. After presenting the parameter and mass distributions
in subsections 4.1 and 4.2, the NMSSM Higgs signal rates in various final states will be discussed
in subsection 4.3. Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of the natural NMSSM. In Section 6 we
present several benchmark scenarios that feature Higgs-to-Higgs decays. Section 7 summarises
and concludes the paper.

2 The NMSSM Lagrangian

The NMSSM differs from the MSSM in the superpotential and the soft SUSY breaking La-
grangian. In terms of the (hatted) superfields and including only the third generation fermions,
the scale invariant NMSSM superpotential reads

W = λŜĤuĤd +
κ

3
Ŝ3 + htQ̂3Ĥut̂

c
R − hbQ̂3Ĥdb̂

c
R − hτ L̂3Ĥdτ̂

c
R . (2.1)

The first term replaces the µ-term µĤuĤd of the MSSM superpotential. The second term,
which is cubic in the singlet superfield, breaks the Peccei-Quinn symmetry [43], so that no
massless axion can appear. The last three terms are the Yukawa interactions. The soft SUSY
breaking Lagrangian receives contributions from the scalar mass parameters for the Higgs and
sfermion fields, which in terms of the fields corresponding to the complex scalar components of
the superfields read

− Lmass = m2
Hu |Hu|2 +m2

Hd
|Hd|2 +m2

S |S|2

+ m2
Q̃3
|Q̃2

3|+m2
t̃R
|t̃2R|+m2

b̃R
|b̃2R|+m2

L̃3
|L̃2

3|+m2
τ̃R
|τ̃2
R| . (2.2)

The Lagrangian including the trilinear soft SUSY breaking interactions between the sfermions
and Higgs fields is given by

− Ltril = λAλHuHdS +
1

3
κAκS

3 + htAtQ̃3Hut̃
c
R − hbAbQ̃3Hdb̃

c
R − hτAτ L̃3Hdτ̃

c
R + h.c. (2.3)

1For recent studies on the NMSSM phenomenology, see [29–42].
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The soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian with the gaugino mass parameters finally reads

− Lgauginos =
1

2

[
M1B̃B̃ +M2

3∑
a=1

W̃ aW̃a +M3

8∑
a=1

G̃aG̃a + h.c.

]
. (2.4)

We will work in the unconstrained NMSSM with non-universal soft terms at the GUT scale.
After EWSB the Higgs doublet and singlet fields acquire non-vanishing vacuum expectation
values (VEVs). The SUSY breaking masses squared for Hu, Hd and S in Lmass are traded for
their tadpole parameters by exploiting the three minimisation conditions of the scalar potential.

The NMSSM Higgs potential is obtained from the superpotential, the soft SUSY breaking
terms and the D-term contributions. Expanding the Higgs fields about their VEVs vu, vd and
vs, which we choose to be real and positive,

Hd =

(
(vd + hd + iad)/

√
2

h−d

)
, Hu =

(
h+
u

(vu + hu + iau)/
√

2

)
, S =

vs + hs + ias√
2

, (2.5)

the Higgs mass matrices for the three scalar, two pseudoscalar and the charged Higgs bosons are
derived from the tree-level scalar potential. The squared 3× 3 mass matrix M2

S for the CP-even
Higgs fields is diagonalised through a rotation matrix RS yielding the CP-even mass eigenstates
Hi (i = 1, 2, 3),

(H1, H2, H3)T = RS(hd, hu, hs)
T , (2.6)

with the Hi ordered by ascending mass, MH1 ≤MH2 ≤MH3 . The CP-odd mass eigenstates A1,
A2 and the massless Goldstone boson G are obtained by consecutively applying a rotation RG
to separate G, followed by a rotation RP to obtain the mass eigenstates

(A1, A2, G)T = RPRG(ad, au, as)
T , (2.7)

which are ordered such that MA1 ≤MA2 .

At tree-level the NMSSM Higgs sector can be parameterised by the six parameters

λ , κ , Aλ , Aκ, tanβ = 〈H0
u〉/〈H0

d〉 and µeff = λ〈S〉 . (2.8)

The brackets around the fields denote the corresponding VEVs of the neutral components of the
Higgs fields. The sign conventions for λ and tanβ are chosen such that they are positive, while
κ, Aλ, Aκ and µeff can have both signs. Including the important higher order corrections, also
the soft SUSY breaking mass terms for the scalars and the gauginos as well as the trilinear soft
SUSY breaking couplings have to be taken into account.

3 The NMSSM Parameter Scan

We perform a scan in the NMSSM parameter space with the aim of finding scenarios that are
compatible with the LHC Higgs search results and which lead to Higgs spectra that can be
tested at the LHC with high c.m. energy,

√
s = 13 TeV. We demand them to contain at least

one scalar Higgs boson with mass value around 125 GeV and rates that are compatible with
those reported by the LHC experiments ATLAS and CMS.
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We used the program package NMSSMTools [26, 27] for the calculation of the SUSY particle
and NMSSM Higgs boson spectrum and branching ratios. The higher order corrections to the
NMSSM Higgs boson masses [16–20] have been incorporated in NMSSMTools up to O(αtαs +
αbαs) for vanishing external momentum. The Higgs decays widths and branching ratios are
obtained from NMHDECAY [26], an NMSSM extension of the Fortran code HDECAY [44, 45]. The
SUSY particle branching ratios are obtained from the Fortran code NMSDECAY [46] which is a
generalisation of the Fortran code SDECAY [45,47] to the NMSSM particle spectrum. The NMSSM
particle spectrum, mixing angles, decay widths and branching ratios are given out in the SUSY
Les Houches Accord (SLHA) format [48]. For various parameter sets we have cross-checked the
NMSSM Higgs branching ratios against the ones obtained with the recently released Fortran
package NMSSMCALC [28]. Differences arise in the treatment of the radiative corrections to the
Higgs boson masses and in the more sophisticated and up-to-date inclusion of the dominant
higher order corrections to the decay widths as well as the consideration of off-shell effects in
NMSSMCALC. The overall picture, however, remains unchanged.

We have performed the scan over a large fraction of the NMSSM parameter space in order
to get a general view of the NMSSM Higgs boson phenomenology. For the mixing angle tanβ
and the NMSSM couplings λ and κ the following ranges have been considered,

1 ≤ tanβ ≤ 30 , 0 ≤ λ ≤ 0.7 , −0.7 ≤ κ ≤ 0.7 . (3.9)

We have taken care of not violating perturbativity by applying the rough constraint√
λ2 + κ2 ≤ 0.7 . (3.10)

The soft SUSY breaking trilinear NMSSM couplings Aλ and Aκ and the effective µeff parameter
have been varied in the ranges

− 2 TeV ≤ Aλ ≤ 2 TeV , −2 TeV ≤ Aκ ≤ 2 TeV , −1 TeV ≤ µeff ≤ 1 TeV . (3.11)

Note, that too large positive values for Aκ for negative κ lead to non self-consistent solutions,
which have been discarded. The parameter Aλ is related to the charged Higgs boson mass. The
compatibility with the lower bound on the charged Higgs mass has been checked for [49]. In the
choice of the remaining soft SUSY breaking trilinear couplings and masses care has been taken
to respect the exclusion limits on the SUSY particle masses [50–52]. The trilinear soft SUSY
breaking couplings of the up- and down-type quarks and the charged leptons, AU , AD and AL
with U ≡ u, c, t,D ≡ d, s, b and L ≡ e, µ, τ , are varied independently in the range

− 2 TeV ≤ AU , AD, AL ≤ 2 TeV . (3.12)

The soft SUSY breaking right- and left-handed masses of the third generation are

600 GeV ≤Mt̃R
= MQ̃3

≤ 3 TeV , 600 GeV ≤Mτ̃R = ML̃3
≤ 3 TeV , Mb̃R

= 3 TeV . (3.13)

And for the first two generations we chose

MũR,c̃R = Md̃R,s̃R
= MQ̃1,2

= MẽR,µ̃R = ML̃1,2
= 3 TeV . (3.14)

The gaugino soft SUSY breaking masses finally are varied in the ranges

100 GeV ≤M1 ≤ 1 TeV , 200 GeV ≤M2 ≤ 1 TeV , 1.3 TeV ≤M3 ≤ 3 TeV . (3.15)
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Note, that in NMSSMTools the NMSSM-specific input parameters λ, κ,Aλ and Aκ as well as all
other soft SUSY breaking masses and trilinear couplings, according to the SLHA format, are
understood as DR parameters taken at the SUSY scale M̃ = 1 TeV, while tanβ is taken at the
mass of the Z boson, MZ .

The program package NMSSMTools is interfaced with micrOMEGAS [53] so that the compati-
bility of the relic abundance of the lightest neutralino as the NMSSM Dark Matter candidate
with the latest PLANCK results [54] can be checked for. The package furthermore tests for the
constraints from low-energy observables as well as from Tevatron and LEP. Details can be found
on the webpage of the program [27].2 In addition we have included in NMSSMTools the latest
LHC Higgs exclusion limits, given in Refs. [55–61]. Among the parameter points, that survive
the constraints incorporated in NMSSMTools, only those are kept that feature an NMSSM Higgs
spectrum with at least one CP-even Higgs boson in the range of 124 GeV to 127 GeV, which
is fulfilled by either H1 or H2, and which will be denoted by h in the following. In some cases
H1 and H2 are almost degenerate with a mass value near 125 GeV. In this case the signal rates
observed at the LHC are built up by two Higgs bosons. Applying the narrow width approxima-
tion, the reduced signal rate µXX into a final state particle pair XX is given by the production
cross section σprod of the NMSSM Higgs boson Hi times its branching ratio BR into the final
state XX, normalised to the corresponding SM values for a SM Higgs boson HSM, i.e.

µXX(Hi) =
σprod(Hi)BR(Hi → XX)

σprod(HSM)BR(HSM → XX)
≡ Rσprod

(Hi)R
BR
XX(Hi) , (3.16)

with

MHSM = MHi ≡Mh = 124− 127 GeV . (3.17)

In Eq. (3.16) we have introduced the ratio of production cross sections

Rσprod
(Hi) ≡

σprod(Hi)

σprod(HSM)
(3.18)

and the ratio of branching ratios

RBRXX(Hi) ≡
BR(Hi → XX)

BR(HSM → XX)
. (3.19)

If not stated otherwise we approximate the inclusive cross section by the dominant gluon fusion
production cross section. In the SM the loop induced process is mediated by top and bottom
quark loops and known at next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD including the full mass dependence
[62]. The next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections have been calculated in the
heavy top mass approximation [63]. The latter is valid to better than 1% for Higgs masses
below 300 GeV [64]. The soft gluon resummation [65,66] and partial, respectively approximate,
next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (N3LO) results have been presented in [66, 67]. In the
NMSSM, gluon fusion production additionally contains stop and sbottom quark loops, with the
squark loops becoming particularly important for squark masses below ∼ 400 GeV [68]. The
cross section can be adapted from the corresponding result in the MSSM [62, 69], by replacing
the respective MSSM Higgs-quark-quark and Higgs-squark-squark couplings with the NMSSM

2Note that in our analysis we do not take into account the constraint from g − 2, as it is non-trivial to find
parameter combinations which can explain the 2σ deviation from the SM value.
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couplings. As we use in our scan the program package NMSSMTools, which provides the ratio
of the NMSSM Higgs boson decay width into a gluon pair at NLO QCD with respect to the
NLO QCD decay width into gg of a SM Higgs boson with same mass, we approximate the gluon
fusion production cross section for a CP-even NMSSM Higgs boson Hi by

σNMSSM
gg→Hi =

ΓNMSSM
NLO (Hi → gg)

ΓSM
NLO(HSM → gg)

× σSM
gg→HSM , with MHi = MHSM . (3.20)

The SM gluon fusion cross section has been calculated at NNLO QCD for MHSM = 126 GeV
with the Fortran program HIGLU [70].3 The cross section changes by less than 5% in the range
124 GeV <∼ MHSM <∼ 127 GeV. In NMSSMTools the gluon decay width does not include mass
effects at NLO QCD. The higher order electroweak (EW) corrections [71] are of O(5%) in the
SM. As they are not available for the NMSSM and cannot be obtained by simple coupling
modifications, we consistently neglect them.

In case the signal is built up by the superposition of the rates from the 125 GeV h boson
and another Higgs boson Φ = Hi, Aj , which is almost degenerate, we define the reduced signal
strength as

µXX(h) ≡ Rσprod
(h)RBRXX(h) +

∑
Φ 6= h

|MΦ−Mh| ≤ δ

Rσprod
(Φ)RBRXX(Φ)F (Mh,MΦ, dXX) . (3.21)

Here δ denotes the mass resolution in the XX final state and F (Mh,MΦ, dXX) the Gaussian
weighting function as implemented in NMSSMTools. The experimental resolution dXX of the
channelXX influences the width of the weighting function. In the following only those parameter
values are retained that lead to reduced rates according to Eq. (3.21) into the bb, ττ, γγ,WW
and ZZ final states, that are within 2 times the 1σ interval around the respective best fit value,
as reported by ATLAS and CMS. Here we have combined the signal rates and errors, given in
Refs. [72] and [73], of the two experiments according to Eq. (5) in [74]. The combined signal rates
and errors are given in Table 1.4 Note, that in the following we will use the shorthand notation
2 × 1σ to indicate the interval around the measured rate, that we allow for. In summary, in

channel best fit value 2× 1σ error

V H → V bb 0.97 ±1.06

H → ττ 1.02 ±0.7

H → γγ 1.14 ±0.4

H →WW 0.78 ±0.34

H → ZZ 1.11 ±0.46

Table 1: The ATLAS and CMS combined signal rates and errors for the bb, ττ, γγ,WW and ZZ final states.
Apart from the bb final state, where Higgs-strahlung V H (V = W,Z) is the production channel, they are based
on the inclusive production cross section. Details can be found in Refs. [72] and [73].

3For comparison we also calculated for some parameter points the NMSSM Higgs production cross sections
at NNLO with HIGLU. For the SM-like Higgs boson the approximation Eq. (3.20) works better than 1%. For the
heavy MSSM-like Higgs bosons there can be deviations of up to O(10%), and for the light singlet-like Higgs bosons
they can reach the level of O(20%) for some scenarios. For our purposes the approximation is good enough.

4In order to check the compatibility in the bb̄ final state we have replaced gluon fusion production with
production in association with W,Z.
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addition to the implemented restrictions in NMSSMTools, the conditions on our parameter scan
are

Conditions on the parameter scan:

At least one CP-even Higgs boson Hi ≡ h with: 124 GeV <∼ Mh <∼ 127 GeV

Compatibility with µexp
XX (X = b, τ, γ,W,Z): |µscan

XX (h)− µexp
XX | ≤ 2× 1σ

(3.22)

In our case we have Hi = H1 or H2, and µexp
XX and 2× 1σ as given in Table 1.

For all scenarios we require that they lead to relic densities Ωch
2 that are not larger than

the result given by PLANCK [54],

Ωch
2 = 0.1187± 0.0017 . (3.23)

While this can be achieved for a large fraction of parameter points, there are only a few points
that reproduce the relic density within the given errors. This is to be expected, however, in view
of the remarkably small error on the relic density reported by PLANCK.

4 Results

In this section we first present the general features of the scenarios as the outcome of our scan
that survive all imposed constraints. Subsequently the parameter sets shall be investigated in
more detail with respect to their prospects of discovering NMSSM Higgs bosons or testing the
coupling structure of the Higgs sector.

4.1 NMSSM and Stop Sector Parameter Distributions

Figure 1 (left) shows the distribution of the λ and κ values for the scenarios resulting from our
scan. The right figure shows the viable values in the tanβ − λ plane. The particular shape of
the κ − λ distribution is the result of the requirement Eq. (3.10). As can be inferred from the
figures, in the scenarios passing the constraints either the lightest Higgs boson H1 (red points)
or the second lightest H2 (blue points) is the SM-like Higgs boson h with mass around 125 GeV.
While the λ and κ values cover the whole allowed region, most scenarios are found for either low
( <∼ 0.1) or high ( >∼ 0.55) λ values. In the low-λ region in particular κ values close to 0 lead to
the H2 being the SM-like Higgs boson, higher κ values imply the lightest scalar boson to have
SM properties. For small λ values and κ non-zero the singlet-like Higgs boson is at tree-level
already comparatively heavy, so that it corresponds to the second lightest Higgs boson and H1

is SM-like. If, however, κ is also small the singlet mass becomes smaller than 125 GeV so that
H2 can be SM-like. Large λ values allow independently of κ for either H1 or H2 being SM-like.
Note, however, that in this region, κ values close to zero are precluded5.

5In the limit when κ goes to zero the mass of the lightest neutralino mχ̃0
1
, which is predominantly singlino,

becomes much smaller than MZ and the couplings of this state to the SM particles and their superpartners tend
to be negligibly small leading to rather small annihilation cross section for χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1 → SM particles. Since the dark

matter density is inversely proportional to the annihilation cross section at the freeze-out temperature such a
light neutralino state gives rise to a relic density that is typically substantially larger than its measured value.
As a result κ values close to zero are basically ruled out, unless there also exists a very light CP–even or CP–odd
Higgs state with mass ≈ 2mχ̃0

1
that can facilitate lightest neutralino annihilation (for a recent discussion see [41]).
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Figure 1: Parameter distributions in the κ− λ plane (left) and in the tanβ − λ plane (right). The SM-like Higgs
boson h corresponds to either H1 (red points) or H2 (blue points). Green points correspond to h ≡ H1 and H2

mass values above 1 TeV.

Figure 1 (right) shows the well known fact that in the NMSSM large λ values (∼ 0.5− 0.7)
in conjunction with small tanβ values below ∼ 5 allow for the lightest or next-to-lightest scalar
Higgs to be SM-like around 125 GeV. The other parameter combination leading to scenarios
compatible with the Higgs data, though less in number, is the combination of λ <∼ 0.1 and
tanβ >∼ 10. This is in accordance with the behaviour of the upper mass bound on the MSSM-
like light Higgs boson given by

m2
h ≈M2

Z cos2 2β +
λ2v2

2
sin2 2β + ∆m2

h , (4.24)

with v ≈ 246 GeV, and which is to be identified with the SM-like Higgs h at 125 GeV after
the inclusion of the radiative corrections ∆m2

h. Also for intermediate λ values viable scenarios
can be found, although, being away from the maximum of the function Eq. (4.24), only for
h ≡ H2. For the lightest CP-even Higgs in this case the tree-level mass bound is too low to be

Figure 2: Distribution of tanβ (left) and µeff (right). Normalised to the total number of parameter points of
∼ 8000.
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shifted through radiative corrections to large enough mass values compatible with all constraints
imposed.

Note that in scenarios, where MH1 < 125 GeV, this Higgs boson is mostly singlet-like
thus escaping the constraints from LEP, Tevatron and LHC searches in this mass region. The
strategies to search for H1 in this case shall be discussed in the next section. We also found
scenarios where the mass of the second lightest scalar H2 is larger than 1 TeV and can indeed
become very large. This large increase is caused by either small λ values or large values for
Aλ or µeff. As these scenarios are extremely fine-tuned we will discard them in the following
investigations from Fig. 5 on.

Figure 2 shows the tanβ and µeff distributions. Note that for the tanβ distribution we use a
logarithmic scale. Most tanβ values are clustered around tanβ ≈ 2. The range of the effective
µeff values is 100 GeV <∼ |µeff| <∼ 1 TeV. Absolute µeff values of less than ∼ 100 GeV are excluded
due to the lower bounds on the chargino masses.

Figure 3: Upper: Distribution of λ (left) and κ values (right). Lower: Distribution of Aλ (left) and Aκ values
(right). Normalised to the total number of parameter points of ∼ 8000.

The distributions of the NMSSM parameters λ, κ, Aλ and Aκ normalised to the total number
of parameter points of about 8000 are shown in Fig. 3. The λ values cluster close to 0 and around
0.65, the preferred κ values are close to −0.25 and +0.25. The preferred values of Aκ around 0
can be understood by the fact that this is the range of Aκ allowing for the lightest scalar and
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Figure 4: Distribution of At (left) and mt̃1
(right), normalised to the total number of parameter points of ∼ 8000.

pseudoscalar masses squared to be positive.6 For Aλ larger values are preferred, as these lead to
sufficiently heavy Higgs bosons [75], that are not excluded by the experiment and entail a heavy
enough SM-like Higgs boson. All these considerations of course apply modulo the higher order
corrections which are indispensable to shift the SM-like Higgs boson mass to 125 GeV. These
corrections are dominated by the (s)top loop contributions.

The distributions of the trilinear soft SUSY breaking stop-sector coupling At and of the
lightest stop mass mt̃1

are shown in Fig. 4. Due to the additional contribution proportional to λ
to the tree-level mass, cf. Eq. (4.24), less important radiative corrections ∆m2

h are necessary to
shift mh to 125 GeV. Contrary to the MSSM, therefore zero mixing in the stop sector leads to
allowed scenarios in the NMSSM. For the same reason, the lightest stop mass can still be rather
light, down to about 270 GeV. The upper bound is limited by our scan range. Experiments
set a low mass bound in searches for stop quarks decaying into a charm quark and the lightest
neutralino, χ̃0

1 [51,76–79].7 This is the dominating decay for mass differences mt̃1
−mχ̃0

1
< MW ,

where MW denotes the charged W boson mass, [83, 84]. The latest results by ATLAS [51]
exclude top squark masses up to about 240 GeV at 95% C.L. for arbitrary neutralino masses,
within the kinematic boundaries.

The distribution for At peaks at large values of ∼ ±2 TeV. Large At values entail large
radiative corrections to the SM-like Higgs boson mass, so that the tree-level mass value can
be shifted to the required 125 GeV. At the same time this results in a large splitting of the
stop mass values, so that the lightest stop mass mt̃1

distribution reaches its maximum around
500 GeV. Another accumulation is at the upper mt̃1

range as a result of large radiative mass
corrections induced by heavy stop masses.

4.2 Mass Distributions

In Fig. 5 we show the mass distribution for the non-SM-like Hi, which is either H1 or H2,
versus the lightest pseudoscalar mass values MA1 . For mass values below about 115 GeV
the non-SM-like Higgs boson is H1, while for MHi

>∼ 170 GeV it is H2. There is a gap for

6This range has been derived in [75] applying approximate tree-level mass formulae.
7Investigating the stop four-body decays into a neutralino, bottom quark and fermion pair [80, 81], similar

bounds can be derived in the searches for monojets [51, 82].
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Figure 5: Mass values of the non-SM-like CP-even Higgs boson Hi (i = 1 or 2) and the lightest pseudoscalar A1

for all points passing our constraints. Blue (pink) points are for scenarios with tanβ < (>)5.

115 GeV <∼ MHi
<∼ 170 GeV and another one for 115 GeV <∼ MA1

<∼ 130 GeV. Both are due
to the LHC exclusion limits. There are only a few points for MHi ,MA1

<∼ 62 GeV. Here the
decay of the SM-like 125 GeV Higgs boson into very light scalars or pseudoscalars would be
kinematically possible, inducing reduced branching ratios in the SM decays and hence reduced
signal rates not compatible with the experiment any more. The blue (pink) points denote sce-
narios with tanβ < (>) 5. Both low and high tanβ values yield scenarios with H2 ≡ h (here
MHi ≡ MH1

<∼ 115 GeV). Scenarios with the lightest scalar being SM-like arise mostly for low
tanβ values, since then the tree-level mass of the lightest MSSM-like Higgs boson is maximized.
As can be inferred from the plot, for large tanβ values and mass values above ∼ 400 GeV, the
mass values of Hi(≡ H2) are (almost) equal to those of A1. Here, both Hi and A1 are MSSM-like
with almost the same mass [75]. Figures 6 show the amount of singlet component of Hi, |SHi,hs |2
(upper left), and A1, |PA1,as |2 (upper right), as a function of MHi and MA1 , respectively.8 Values
of 1 (0) correspond to pure singlet-like (MSSM-like) states. For mass values above 400 GeV and
tanβ > 5, Hi and A1 can be MSSM-like.

In general the mass values of H1 are 35 GeV <∼ MH1
<∼ 115 GeV, the lowest possible mass

values for A1 are MA1
>∼ 30 GeV, ranging up to O(TeV), and for the next-to-lightest scalar

we have 170 GeV <∼ MH2
<∼ O(TeV). The masses of the heavier Higgs bosons H3 and A2 lie

between about 300 GeV up to O(TeV). Their singlet components |SH3,hs |2 and |PA2as |2 are
shown in Fig. 6 (lower left) and (lower right), respectively.

The singlet-/doublet-composition of the various Higgs bosons determines their production
and decay rates, which depend on the Higgs coupling strengths to the SM-particles, and hence
their discovery prospects. Inspection of the singlet components for the two tanβ ranges below
and above 5 and the scenarios with either H1 or H2 being SM-like reveals the approximate
pattern for the compositions of the NMSSM Higgs bosons, given in Table 2. Note that for an

8The matrix S corresponds to the rotation matrix RS Eq. (2.6), however taking into account loop corrections
to the scalar Higgs mass eigenstates. Accordingly P corresponds to the matrix (RPRG) Eq. (2.7), performing
the rotation from the interaction to the loop corrected pseudoscalar mass eigenstates.
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Figure 6: The singlet component |SHi,hs |2 of the non-SM-like CP-even Higgs boson Hi (upper left), |PA1,as |2
of the lightest pseudoscalar A1 (upper right), |SH3,hs |2 of the heavy CP-even Higgs boson H3 (lower left) and
|PA2,as |2 of the heavy pseudoscalar A2 (lower right). Blue (pink) points refer to scenarios with tanβ < (>)5.

SM-like H2 the lightest Hi=1 can become doublet-like in the regions with strong singlet-doublet
mixing, i.e. in mass regions close to 125 GeV. The unitarity of the mixing matrix does not allow
for all Higgs bosons being simultaneously doublet-like, so that alternative search techniques
for the Higgs bosons with significant singlet component, like Higgs-to-Higgs decays or SUSY
particle decays into Higgs bosons, have to be exploited. Another class of scenarios are those
with Higgs bosons that mix strongly and that are not exclusively singlet- or doublet-like. They
may challenge the Higgs searches by too small cross sections and/or Higgs signals built up by
more than one Higgs boson.9

4.3 Signal Rates

In order to investigate the discovery prospects of the non-SM-like NMSSM Higgs bosons, we
analyse in the following their signal rates in various SM particle final states.

Signal rates for the non-SM-like Hi (i = 1, 2): Figure 7 shows the production rates in pb at

a c.m. energy of
√
s = 13 TeV for the non-SM-like CP-even Higgs boson Hi (i = 1, 2) in the

γγ, bb̄, ZZ and tt̄ final states. The inclusive production cross section has been approximated by

9The resolution of degenerate Higgs signals will require particularly high luminosity accumulated at the end
of the LHC operation [15,85], and this discussion is not subject of this paper.
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tanβ < 5 Hi=1 SM-like Hi=2 SM-like

Hj=1,26=i singlet singlet- up to almost doublet

H3 doublet doublet

A1 mostly singlet (few doublet) mostly singlet (few doublet)

A2 mostly doublet (few singlet) mostly doublet (few singlet)

tanβ ≥ 5 Hi=1 SM-like Hi=2 SM-like

Hj=1,26=i mostly doublet singlet- up to almost doublet

H3 singlet (few doublet) doublet

A1 doublet or singlet (for small MA1) doublet or singlet (for small MA1)

A2 singlet or doublet singlet or doublet

Table 2: The approximate singlet-/doublet-composition of the NMSSM Higgs bosons for small and large tanβ
values and scenarios with either H1 (left) or H2 (right) SM-like.

the dominant gluon fusion production mechanism. The production rates of Hi, σXX(Hi), have
been calculated in the narrow width approximation by multiplying the production cross section
in gluon fusion at 13 TeV10 with the branching ratios into the various SM particle final states,

σXX(Hi) ≡ σ13 TeV
ggHi BRHi→XX , X = γ, b, τ,W±, Z, t . (4.25)

The NMSSM gluon fusion production cross section has been obtained according to Eq. (3.20),
and the branching ratios have been taken from NMSSMTools in order to be consistent with the
NMSSM mass values, which we have obtained at 2-loop order from NMSSMTools. The black line
corresponds to the SM Higgs boson production rate with the same mass as Hi. Again the points
with mass values below ∼ 115 GeV correspond to Hi = H1 and hence H2 being SM-like, while
for mass values >∼ 170 GeV we have H1 taking the SM role and Hi = H2. For large values of
tanβ, the dominant production channel is associated production of the Higgs bosons with a bb̄
pair. We have computed these cross sections by multiplying the SM cross section, computed
at NNLO with the code SusHi [86] at the same mass value as the NMSSM Higgs boson, with
the NMSSM Higgs coupling squared to the b-quark pair in terms of the SM coupling. With the
exception of small mass values, for large tanβ values the cross sections are roughly a factor 10
larger than the gluon fusion result. If not stated otherwise, we do not show separate plots for
this case, but assume implicitly that for tanβ > 5 larger rates are possible through associated
production, thus ameliorating the discovery prospects.

a) Signal rates for Hi=1: For small Higgs masses H1 is singlet-like, but can be more doublet-
like in the mass regions close to 125 GeV. The photonic final state rate can then even exceed
the corresponding SM result, cf. Fig. 7 (upper left). For the photonic final state in inclusive SM
Higgs boson production at leading order, ATLAS studies [87] have been performed for Higgs
masses between 80 and 150 GeV at

√
s = 14 TeV and 100 fb−1 integrated luminosity. From these

it may be concluded, that taking into account higher order corrections to the production cross
section [88], which increase the cross section by about a factor 2, a SM Higgs boson could be
discovered down to about 80 GeV if both ATLAS and CMS accumulate 300 fb−1 each. A light
scalar NMSSM Higgs boson may hence be discovered in the photonic final state for scenarios
where its rates are of the order of the SM ones.

10Gluon fusion production increases by ∼ 12% for a Higgs mass of 90 GeV up to ∼ 19% for a Higgs mass of
300 GeV when increasing the c.m. energy from 13 to 14 TeV.
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Figure 7: Production rates in pb for the non-SM-like CP-even Higgs boson Hi (i = 1, 2) into the γγ (upper left),
the bb̄ (upper right), the ZZ (lower left) and tt̄ (lower right) final states for tanβ < 5 (blue) and tanβ > 5 (pink),
as a function of MHi at a c.m. energy

√
s = 13 TeV. The full black line shows the production rate for a SM Higgs

boson with same mass.

Further possible discovery modes might be the bb̄ and/or ττ final states in the regions, where
the rates are compatible with the ones of a SM Higgs boson, i.e. for MHi close to 115 GeV.
The ττ final states are not shown in Fig. 7, but exhibit the same pattern as the bb̄ final state
with an additional suppression factor of 10. The Z and W± boson final states reach maximum
signal rates of about 0.1 pb for the former and 1 pb for the latter. Again the W± final states,
not depicted in Fig. 7, show the same behaviour as the Z boson final states. They are enhanced
by a factor 10 compared to these, however with missing energy in the final state, so that only
transverse Higgs masses can be reconstructed.

b) Signal rates for Hi=2: We now turn to possible discovery channels for H2 being the non-
SM-like Higgs boson, hence investigate the mass regions above 170 GeV in Fig. 7. The next-
to-lightest Higgs boson H2 with H1 ≡ h is mostly singlet-like for small tanβ values and mostly
doublet-like for tanβ ≥ 5. The SM-like Higgs H1 needs to be doublet-like with a large Hu

component, in order to have a substantial coupling to top quarks and hence a gluon fusion cross
section large enough to lead to signal rates compatible with the LHC data. Due to the unitarity
of the mixing matrix RS rotating the current to the mass eigenstates, H2 is hence doublet-
like but with a large Hd component, so that its couplings to down-type fermions are enhanced
compared to the SM. The coupling GHiV V to massive vector bosons V = Z,W± on the other
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hand is suppressed. This can be understood by looking at the coupling, which normalised to
the SM coupling is given by

GHiV V
gHSMV V

≡ gHiV V = (RSi1 cosβ +RSi2 sinβ) , (4.26)

where RSi1 (RSi2) quantifies the Hd (Hu) component of Hi. The Hd component can be substantial
for large tanβ but its contribution in the coupling is suppressed by the factor cosβ. The up-type
part of the coupling comes with sinβ and also for small tanβ values would be small, as the Hu

component is taken by H1 ≡ h. As can be inferred from the plot, for Higgs mass values above
∼ 400 GeV the rates into bb̄ are enhanced for large tanβ. This is due to an enhanced branching
ratio into bottom pairs. The total decay width in this mass range is dominated by the decay
into V = W,Z, and the H2 branching ratio into bb̄ can be approximated by

BRNMSSM
H2→bb̄ =

g2
H2dd̄

ΓSM
HSM→bb̄

g2
H2V V

ΓSM
HSM→WW

+ g2
H2V V

ΓSM
HSM→ZZ + ...

≈
g2
H2dd̄

g2
H2V V

BRSM
HSM→bb̄ , (4.27)

with MH2 = MHSM and where gH2dd̄
denotes the H2 coupling to down-type fermions in terms

of the SM coupling. The enhanced coupling to down-type quarks and the suppressed coupling
to massive gauge bosons explain the observed behaviour.

For large values of tanβ and mass values above 400 GeV, the heavier H2 may therefore be
discovered in its bb̄ and ττ final state, which exhibits the same behaviour as the bb̄ final state,
the latter suffering from large backgrounds though, so that the τ production rate, suppressed by
roughly a factor 10 compared to the former, may be more promising for discovery. In particular,
the production in association with a b-quark pair (not shown here) increases the signal rates by
another factor ∼ 10 compared to production in gluon fusion. The gauge boson and top quark
final states are more challenging on the other hand, even in associated production, due to the
(above discussed) suppression of the couplings to gauge bosons and top quarks. For tanβ <∼ 5
the H2 searches have to rely on a combined search in the ττ final states (most interesting for
H2 masses up to ∼ 250 GeV) and the vector-boson and top-pair channels. The associated
production with b-quarks is not effective for these tanβ values.

Production rates of A1: Figure 8 displays the signal rates for the lightest CP-odd Higgs boson
A1 produced in association with a b-quark pair in the bb̄ final state (left) and in gluon fusion
in the top quark decay (right). The rates into ττ and µµ final states show the same pattern
as the ones into bb̄ but are suppressed by a factor of 10 and ∼ 104 each. Massive gauge boson
final states are forbidden due to the CP-odd nature of A1. The decay rates into photons both
in associated and in inclusive production are below 10−4 already in the low mass range. In this
mass range A1 may be discovered in its decays into τ ’s, as the b-quark final states are notoriously
difficult due to large backgrounds. This discovery channel is also interesting for large MA1 at
tanβ > 5. For MA1

>∼ 400 GeV the pseudoscalar, which in most scenarios is singlet-like, can
also be MSSM-like with a large ad component, in particular for tanβ > 5, cf. Fig. 6. Associated
production with a b-quark pair here leads to cross sections of up to 4 pb. Otherwise the top
quark final state has to be exploited for heavy A1 production, though challenging with cross
sections of at most a few pb and a complicated final state. We note, that for small tanβ values,
there is a step in Fig. 8 in the areas covered by the scatter points around MA1 = 350 GeV. This
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Figure 8: Production rates in pb for the lightest CP-odd Higgs boson A1 in associated production with bb̄ in the
bb̄ final state (left) and in inclusive production with subsequent decay into tt̄ final states (right) tanβ < 5 (blue)
and tanβ > 5 (pink), as a function of MA1 , at

√
s = 13 TeV. The full black line is the production rate for a SM

Higgs boson with same mass.

is due to the opening of the decays into the top pair final state, which steeply increase at the
top pair threshold and therefore cause a rapid fall in the branching ratios into the other final
states. For large tanβ the decay into top quarks does not play a role, so that there is no such
behaviour for the scatter points at large tanβ values.

Heavy H3 production: Apart from large tanβ values with a SM-like H1 boson, the H3 is
mostly doublet-like, however with a large Hd component so that the couplings to gauge bosons
are suppressed, as discussed previously, likewise the couplings to top quarks. The branching
ratios into bottom and top quark pairs, however, can be enhanced due to the small coupling to
gauge bosons, as the total width in this heavy mass region is dominated by the decays into the
latter. Figure 9 (upper) shows the production rates for the heaviest CP-even, H3, into the bb̄
and the tt̄ final states. In the bb̄ final state the rates are at most 0.5 pb in the lower mass region,
where the SM-like Higgs boson is mostly H1 and below 0.01 pb above about 400 GeV, where
the SM-like resonance can also be H2. In τ pair final states they are a factor 10 lower. For
large tanβ values the rates can be enhanced by about roughly a factor 10 in bb̄H3 production.
In the top quark pair final states the cross sections are somewhat larger ranging from ∼ 5 pb
at the threshold to O(0.01) pb for tanβ < 5. For large tanβ the tt̄ production rates are below
0.05 pb. The rates into WW range for tanβ < 5 maximally between 1 pb and 10−4 pb in
250 GeV <∼ MH3

<∼ 1 TeV, cf. Fig.9 (lower left). For the ZZ final state they are somewhat
smaller. For large tanβ values these final states are not interesting. The photonic final state
rates, finally, are below 10−4 pb.

Heavy A2 production: The heavy pseudoscalar A2 production rates in the bb̄ and tt̄ final
states, as well as the photonic mode show almost the same pattern as the ones for H3 with the
same absolute values, and the same conclusions as for the H3 searches apply. The pseudoscalar
cannot decay into gauge bosons, so that these final states cannot be exploited here.

The above results show that the discovery of all NMSSM Higgs bosons is not straightforward
and additional alternative discovery modes need to be exploited, which shall be discussed in the
following sections. Before doing so, let us briefly review what the current experimental status
is. So far, dedicated searches in the NMSSM have been performed by CMS for a very light
pseudoscalar with mass between 5.5 and 14 GeV, decaying into a µ pair, for which exclusion
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Figure 9: Production rates in pb for the heaviest CP-even Higgs boson H3 into the bb̄ (upper left), the tt̄ (upper
right), the WW (lower left) and ZZ (lower right) final states for tanβ < 5 (blue) and tanβ > 5 (pink), as a
function of MH3 , at

√
s = 13 TeV. The full black line is the production rate for a SM Higgs boson with same

mass.

limits have been derived [89]. The ATLAS experiment has investigated the decay chain for
a heavy CP-even Higgs boson into a light pseudoscalar Higgs pair, that subsequently decays
into photons, H → aa → γγ + γγ [90]. The signal has been studied using simulated samples
over a range of Higgs boson masses between 110 and 150 GeV and for three a boson masses,
Ma = 100, 200 and 400 MeV. For a c.m. energy of 7 TeV and 4.9 fb−1 integrated luminosity,
the derived 95% confidence level (CL) exclusion limits on the cross section times branching
ratio are 0.1 pb in the Higgs boson mass range between 115 and 140 GeV and ∼ 0.2 pb in the
region outside. Recently CMS has published results on the search for the resonant production
of Higgs pairs in the decay channel X → HH → γγ + bb̄ using 19.7 fb−1 integrated luminosity
collected at

√
s = 8 TeV [91]. For the investigated mass range between mX = 260 and 1100

GeV upper limits at 95% CL on the cross section have been extracted between about 4 and
0.4 fb. The ATLAS experiment has performed searches for resonant and non-resonant Higgs
boson pair production in the hh→ γγbb̄ final state at a c.m. energy of 8 TeV and an integrated
luminosity of 20.3 fb−1 [92]. Assuming SM branching ratios a 95% CL upper limit of 2.2 pb
is extracted on the cross section times branching ratio of the non-resonant production. The
corresponding limit observed for a narrow resonance lies between 0.8 and 3.5 pb depending on
its mass. Extrapolating these results to the high-energy LHC with up to 300 fb−1 integrated
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luminosity per experiment, decay cross sections for Higgs-to-Higgs decays with subsequent Higgs
decays into the (γγ)(bb̄) final states down to O(fb) should be large enough for detection.

5 Discovering Natural NMSSM at the LHC

In the previous section we have discussed the signal rates that can be expected in the NMSSM
parameter space that is left over after applying all constraints set by the Higgs search results
from experiment and by the relic density. In this section now we investigate that subspace of
the NMSSM, that we found to give the best discovery prospects at the high-energy LHC for all
of the neutral NMSSM Higgs bosons and that can hence strongly be constrained at the next
run of the LHC. Such part of the NMSSM parameter space is given by what we call the Natural
NMSSM. It is characterized by an approximate Peccei-Quinn symmetry11, hence small κ values,
by rather small |µeff| values and by small tanβ. In particular we choose the following part of
the NMSSM parameter space

0.6 ≤ λ ≤ 0.7 , −0.3 ≤ κ ≤ 0.3 , 1.5 ≤ tanβ ≤ 2.5 , 100 GeV ≤ |µeff| ≤ 185 GeV . (5.28)

In this parameter region the second lightest Higgs boson H2 is SM-like.12 The heavier CP-even
and CP-odd Higgs bosons, H3 and A2, are predominantly a superposition of the components of
the Higgs doublets (MSSM-like states). The lightest scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs states, H1

and A1, are singlet dominated. In the following we will use the convenient notation:

• As before, h denotes the SM-like Higgs boson, and here H2 ≡ h.

• The doublet-like heavy Higgs bosons will be denoted as H3 ≡ H and A2 ≡ A.

• The singlet dominated lightest CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons are called H1 ≡ Hs and
A1 ≡ As, respectively.

At tree-level the NMSSM with approximate Peccei-Quinn symmetry leads to a hierarchical
structure of the Higgs spectrum which consists of the heaviest CP-even, the heaviest CP-odd
and the charged Higgs bosons being almost degenerate. Their mass scale is set by µeff tanβ [93],
hence

MH ≈MA ≈MH± ≈ µeff tanβ . (5.29)

Since |κ| < λ, the masses of the singlet dominated CP-even and CP-odd Higgs states are smaller
than µeff tanβ, with the upper bound given by

M2
As + 3M2

Hs ≈ 12
(κ
λ
µeff

)2
+ ∆ . (5.30)

The additional contribution ∆ will be quantified later. We now turn to the discussion of the
discovery prospects for the Higgs spectrum in this set-up. In the part of the NMSSM parameter
space that we are considering the almost degenerate heavy CP-even, CP-odd and charged Higgs
bosons have masses below about 530 GeV, so that they should still be light enough to be
observed at the 13 TeV LHC. Due to the substantial mixing, because of the large value of λ,

11This part of the NMSSM parameter space is favoured by low fine-tuning considerations for λ > 0.55. For a
recent analysis see [8].

12In order to have H1 ≡ h, higher µeff values than the ones chosen here would be required.
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between the SM-like Higgs state and the singlet dominated CP-even state the production cross
sections of the lightest and second lightest CP-even Higgs states are in general large enough
to produce these particles. In case the non-SM-like CP-even Higgs boson is almost a singlet it
may still be produced via the decays of the heavier Higgs states, because of the large λ value.
The same holds for the singlet-dominated lightest CP-odd Higgs state. We list in the Appendix
the Higgs couplings involved in the Higgs-to-Higgs decays for the approximations made here.
Their inspection gives information on the possible decays to be expected. In summary, all Higgs
bosons of the Natural NMSSM should in general be accessible, so that this scenario may be
constrained at the next round of the LHC run.

We confront these approximate considerations with the results from our parameter scan in
the subspace given by the natural NMSSM. The approximate µeff tanβ mass value of the heavy
Higgs states is slightly modified by loop corrections and they range between about 230 GeV and
530 GeV. Taking into account higher order mass corrections the mass relation for the singlet
states, Eq. (5.30), approximately holds if we choose ∆ = 18690 (GeV)2. Furthermore, H and A
are indeed dominantly doublet-like, while the lightest CP-even and CP-odd states Hs and As are
singlet-like. The CP-even singlet mass ranges between 27 GeV and 117 GeV. The upper bound
is given by the LHC exclusion limits on the one hand and the fact, that the 125 GeV Higgs
boson must be SM-like, on the other hand. The CP-odd singlet mass lies between 29 GeV and
300 GeV. Note that for Hs there are only a few points below 62 GeV and for As even less. The
reason is that the SM-like h could decay into these final states and this would drive its reduced
signal rates away from the measured values. Thus the Natural NMSSM scenario implies the
existence of a CP-even Higgs state Hs that tends to have a mass of 62 GeV <∼ MHs

<∼ 117 GeV,
and of a CP-odd state As with 62 GeV <∼ MAs

<∼ 300 GeV.

We find that the H and A gluon fusion production cross sections range between ∼ 7.5 pb
(H), respectively, ∼ 4.5 pb (A) at the low mass end and 0.6-0.8 pb at the high mass end, as
shown in Fig. 10. As H has a small up-type component admixture, the cross section cannot be
as large as in the SM for a Higgs boson of same mass. Still, in the Natural NMSSM, the size
of the cross sections in most cases is large enough to discover these particles in the standard
final states like bb̄ (modulo the challenge due to large backgrounds), ττ or even tt̄. For H the
massive gauge boson final states add to the search channels. As can be inferred from Figs. 9

Figure 10: The gluon fusion production cross section at
√
s = 13 TeV for H (left) and A (right) as a function of

their mass.
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of the enlarged scan, in the mass and tanβ range we consider here, for most of the cases the
production rates in the various final states are above 1 fb, depending on the final state even well
above 1 fb.

Figure 11: The gluon fusion production cross section at
√
s = 13 TeV for Hs (left) and As (right) as a function

of their mass.

Figure 11 shows the gluon fusion production cross sections for Hs (left) and As (right) at
a c.m. energy of

√
s = 13 TeV. For small Hs masses the cross sections are rather large with

several 10’s of pb. Above ∼ 90 GeV the maximum values are below 10 pb and can go down to
O(0.1 pb). With the exception of cross sections around 100 pb for very small As masses, the
pseudoscalar production cross sections reach at most 6 pb in the lower mass range. However,
already for masses around 150 GeV, the cross sections can be as small as 0.1 pb.

If the light Higgs bosons are very singlet-like their production rates may become very small, in
particular in the pseudoscalar case, as can be inferred from Figs. 12, which show the production
in the photon and τ -pair final states.13 In this case and/or if the production rates also for the
heavy Higgs bosons are small, further alternative production channels should be exploited to
increase the discovery potential of the entire Higgs spectrum. This is subject to the following
two subsections, that discuss Higgs-to-Higgs and Higgs-to-gauge-Higgs decays in the Natural
NMSSM.

5.1 Singlet-like Higgs Production from Higgs-to-Higgs Decays

In case not all neutral Higgs bosons can be discovered in direct production with subsequent
decay, alternative search channels might be given by production from SUSY states decaying
into Higgs bosons, or they may be searched for in Higgs decays into a Higgs and gauge boson
pair as well as in Higgs-to-Higgs decays, i.e.

σ(gg → φi)×BR(φi → φjφk)×BR(φj → XX)×BR(φk → Y Y ) , (5.31)

where φi,j,k generically denotes one of the five neutral Higgs bosons14 and with Mφi > Mφj+Mφk .

13For the b-quark pair final state, the cross sections, not shown here, are always above 1 fb and can reach values
of up to O(10 pb), for very light Hs even several tens of pb.

14Of course in Eq. (5.31) only these Higgs-to-Higgs decays are considered that are allowed by the quantum
numbers.
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Figure 12: Production rates for Hs (upper) and As (lower) production in gluon fusion with subsequent decay into
the ττ (left) and γγ (right) final states as a function of the involved singlet mass, at

√
s = 13 TeV. Red (green)

points mark cross sections above (below) 1 fb.

The production rates for singlet Higgs pairs HsHs and a singlet plus SM-like Higgs, Hsh,
from the heavy CP-even Higgs boson H are shown in Figs. 13, including their subsequent decay
into SM particles. Red (green) points refer to cross sections above (below) 1 fb. The figures
show, that in the (2τ)(2b) final state the cross sections are above 1 fb, with the exception of
a few points in the HsHs production. They can even reach values of several hundred fb. The
4τ final state is suppressed by a factor 10 compared to the former, but still a good fraction of
scenarios, in particular for hHs production, reaches cross sections larger than 1 fb. As expected,
the (2γ)(2b) final state rates are smaller, but also here we have scenarios with rates exceeding
the fb level. In principle H could also decay into a pair of pseudoscalar singlets. However, in
this case all the decay rates turned out to be tiny so that we do not display them here.

Singlet Higgs bosons can also be produced from heavy pseudoscalar decays into HsAs or
hAs. The production rates into the (2τ)(2b), 4τ and (2γ)(2b) final states are shown in Figs. 14.
Again we have a non-negligible fraction of scenarios that lead to rates exceeding 1 fb in the pure
fermionic final states. In the (2γ)(2b) final states the majority of points is below 1 fb.

Finally note, that we have shown here only the simplest final state combinations. As will be
evident from the benchmark discussion, however, there can also be more complicated and more
exotic final states arising from two Higgs-to-Higgs decays in one decay chain.
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Figure 13: Cross sections for HsHs production (upper two rows) and hHs production (lower two rows) from H
decay, in the (2τ)(2b) (upper/lower left), 4τ (upper/lower right) and (2γ)(2b) (middle) final states at

√
s = 13 TeV

as a function of the singlet mass MHs . Red (green) points mark cross sections above (below) 1 fb.

5.2 Singlet-like Higgs Production from Higgs-to-Gauge-Higgs Decays

Singlet Higgs boson production is also possible via heavy Higgs decays into a singlet Higgs and
a massive gauge boson. While these cross sections do not involve trilinear Higgs couplings, they
lead to interesting decay rates. The cross sections for the H → ZAs and A→ ZHs decays in the
Z+ 2b and Z+ 2τ final states are shown in Fig. 15. The rates will go down by another factor 30
due to the Z boson decay into fermions. Still, almost all parameter points have cross sections
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Figure 14: Cross sections for AsHs production (upper two rows) and hAs production (lower two rows) from A
decay, in the (2τ)(2b) (upper/lower left), 4τ (upper/lower right) and (2γ)(2b) (middle) final states at

√
s = 13 TeV

as a function of the singlet mass MAs . Red (green) points mark cross sections above (below) 1 fb.

above 1 fb up to pb in the Z + 2b final state, reduced by a factor 10 in the Z + 2τ final state,
and with the exception of some points in the chain via the ZAs final state for pseudoscalar
singlet masses above ∼ 150 GeV. These decay chains can hence be used as additional and
complementary production channels for singlet Higgs bosons.

In summary, in general the complete Higgs spectrum of the Natural NMSSM should be
accessible at the high-energy LHC by exploiting the entity of Higgs production channels through
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Figure 15: Cross sections for ZAs production from H decay (upper) and for ZHs production from A decay
(lower) in the Z + 2b (left) and Z + 2τ (right) final state, respectively, as a function of the involved singlet mass,
at
√
s = 13 TeV. Red (green) points mark cross sections above (below) 1 fb.

direct production in gluon fusion15 with subsequent decay into SM particles and the production
from heavy Higgs boson decays into lighter Higgs pairs and/or Higgs plus gauge boson final
states. Decays of heavy SUSY particles into lighter Higgs bosons, not discussed here, may
possibly add to the discovery contours. This part of the NMSSM parameter space will therefore
either strongly be constrained at the next LHC run to come, or lead to the discovery of beyond
the SM physics revealed by the Higgs sector.

6 Benchmarks for Higgs-to-Higgs Decays

Higgs decays, as given in Eq. (5.31), into Higgs pairs that subsequently decay into SM particles
are interesting for the discovery of the heavier Higgs boson φi provided its production cross
section is large enough and the branching ratio into the lighter Higgs pair dominates over its
branching ratios into the SM final states. For the lighter Higgs bosons φj , φk this production
mechanism becomes interesting in case their direct production is strongly suppressed due to
them being very singlet-like. Furthermore, Higgs-to-Higgs decays are interesting in themselves

15We remind the reader that for simplification we only took into account the dominant gluon fusion production.
In addition to this also the other LHC production mechanisms will contribute and even ameliorate the discovery
prospects.
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as they give access to the trilinear Higgs self-couplings, which can then be used to reconstruct
the Higgs potential as the last step in the experimental verification of the Higgs mechanism [94].

In this section, we concentrate on Higgs-to-Higgs decays and present exemplary scenarios that
are compatible with all constraints discussed above and that arise from our scan of the parameter
space defined in Eqs. (3.9)-(3.15), i.e. not restricted to the Natural NMSSM. The presented
scenarios not only lead to sufficiently large cross sections for double Higgs production from
heavier Higgs decays but some of them also entail exotic multi-photon and/or multi-fermion final
states. The possibility of such final states should be taken into consideration by the experiments
in order not to miss possible Higgs signatures, that can appear in multi-Higgs models like the
NMSSM without particular fine-tuning of the parameters. We also include scenarios featuring a
light CP-even Higgs boson with a mass below 10 GeV. The presented scenarios highlight specific
features of NMSSM Higgs decay chains and can be viewed as benchmark scenarios for future
LHC searches.

In the following we will again use the convenient notation introduced in section 5. Note,
however, that the SM-like Higgs boson h can now be H1 or H2. The more doublet-like scalar
H can be given by H2 or H3, depending on the scenario. The pseudoscalar doublet state A,
as before, is given by A2, and the singlet like CP-odd As by A1. The singlet-like scalar Hs,
however, can be H1, H2 or even H3.

The benchmark scenarios that we present can be classified as follows:

A) H2 = h, H1 = Hs, tanβ small, light spectrum <∼ 350 GeV:
The scenarios A are characterized by the second lightest Higgs being SM-like, the lightest
Higgs boson singlet-like and small tanβ. The overall spectrum is rather light with maximal
Higgs mass values of MH = 341 GeV and MA = 347 GeV.

A.1: The CP-odd singlet is close in mass to the SM-like Higgs with MAs = 119 GeV. The
heavy Higgs bosons have masses around 341 and 347 GeV.

A.2: The CP-odd singlet is light with MAs = 79 GeV, the heavy Higgs bosons with masses
around 326 GeV are somewhat lighter than in scenario A.1.

B) H1 = h, H2 = Hs, tanβ small:
The scenarios B are characterized by the lightest Higgs being SM-like, the second lightest
Higgs boson singlet-like and small tanβ.

B.1: The CP-odd singlet is light with MAs = 73 GeV and the overall spectrum as well
with the heavy H mass of 323 GeV and MA = 312 GeV.

B.2: The pseudoscalar singlet with MAs = 107 GeV is still lighter than the SM-like Higgs,
but the overall spectrum is heavier with MH = 556 GeV and MA = 578 GeV.

B.3: The singlet mass MAs = 133 GeV is now heavier than Mh. The maximum mass is
given by MH = 463 GeV, closely followed by MA = 457 GeV.

C) tanβ > 5:
Here we explicitly chose a scenario where tanβ = 17 is large. The lightest Higgs boson
is SM-like H1 = h. The spectrum is peculiar in the sense that the heavy scalar with a
mass of ∼ 3.5 TeV is very heavy. Additionally, H3 is singlet-like. The heavy pseudoscalar
and second lightest scalar are doublet-like with masses of O(600 GeV). The pseudoscalar
singlet is much heavier than h, MAs = 312 GeV.
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D) The SM-like h, given by H2, can decay into Higgs pairs:
The scenarios D allow for decays of the SM-like Higgs h into lighter singlet Higgs pairs.

D.1: The CP-even singlet is very light, MHs < 10 GeV, and h decays into CP-even singlet
pairs are non-negligible. The pseudoscalar singlet is heavier than 125 GeV, and heavy
Higgs bosons have masses up to 793 GeV. The tanβ value is small and below 5.

D.2: Here the CP-odd singlet is the lightest Higgs, and the SM-like Higgs h decays into
As pairs. The scalar singlet Hs with 112 GeV is now closer in mass to h. The heavy
Higgs masses are very large and of O(1.3 TeV). We have a medium tanβ = 6.4.

In all scenarios the lightest pseudoscalar is singlet-like.

In the subsequent subsections the details on these benchmark scenarios will be given. The
discovery prospects of the various Higgs bosons shall be highlighted with particular focus on the
Higgs-to-Higgs decays and the related signatures.

6.1 Scenarios A - H2 ≡ h and small tan β

The NMSSM-specific and soft SUSY breaking parameters defining scenarios A.1 and A.2 are
given in Table 3 and 4, respectively. The relevant NMSSM Higgs signal rates are summarised
in Table 5 for A.1 and Table 6 for A.2. They feature a SM-like Higgs boson given by the
next-to-lightest CP-even Higgs. In both scenarios the couplings of the singlets Hs and As to
gluons amount to O(10−20%) of the corresponding SM Higgs coupling of same mass leading to
gluon fusion production cross sections of 1 − 2.4 pb. As the bb̄ final state is difficult to detect,
they could be searched for in ττ or even γγ final states. The heavy Higgs bosons H and A are
produced with O(4 pb) cross sections and have sizeable decay rates into Higgs pairs involving
As and Hs, and also into Z and a Higgs singlet, so that alternative search channels are given by
Higgs cascade decays.

In scenario A.1 the H branching ratios both into HsHs and hHs are larger than 10% and
into ZAs even 25%. This leads to interesting final states with b-quark and τ -pairs, 4τ ’s or
even (bb̄)(γγ). The 4b final state may be difficult to exploit due to the large background. The
pseudoscalar A decays with a branching ratio of 0.14 into hAs and less frequently into HsAs

A.1 (Point ID 3877) Scenario

MH1
,MH2

,MH3
= MHs

,Mh,MH 90.3 GeV 126.8 GeV 341.3 GeV
MA1 ,MA2 = MAs ,MA 118.5 GeV 346.7 GeV
|SH1hs

|2, |PA1as |2 0.97 0.94

µττ , µbb 1.09 1.08
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.85 0.85 0.88

tanβ, λ, κ 1.66 0.64 0.11
Aλ, Aκ, µeff 338.0 GeV -71.2 GeV 162.8 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ 181.1 GeV -1530.0 GeV 87.2 GeV
M1, M2, M3 440.0 GeV 813.7 GeV 1710.2 GeV
MQ3

= MtR , MbR 1827.5 GeV 3 TeV
ML3 = MτR , MSUSY 1663.7 GeV 3 TeV

Table 3: The parameters defining scenario A.1, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.
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A.2 (Point ID 2212) Scenario

MHs
,Mh,MH 98.6 GeV 125.6 GeV 325.9 GeV

MAs
,MA 78.6 GeV 325.5 GeV

|SH1hs |2, |PA1as |2 0.89 0.96

µττ , µbb 1.05 0.93
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.86 0.87 0.90

tanβ, λ, κ 1.69 0.56 0.12
Aλ, Aκ, µeff -259.2 GeV -22.8 GeV -147.4 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ 1927.4 GeV -948.9 GeV 1621.4 GeV
M1, M2, M3 755.9 GeV 646.7 GeV 2424.9 GeV
MQ3 = MtR , MbR 2468.3 GeV 3 TeV
ML3

= MτR , MSUSY 1623.0 GeV 3 TeV

Table 4: The parameters defining scenario A.2, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.

and ZHs (BR(A→ HsAs) = 0.085, BR(A→ ZHs) = 0.047). Still the rates are large enough to
provide discovery channels for the singlets. All these cascade decays of course also add to the
discovery channels of the heavy H and A themselves.

In contrast to scenario A.1, in A.2 the decay of the heavy H into HsHs is not interesting,
instead the branching ratio into hHs is almost doubled compared to A.1, and also the one into
ZAs is somewhat enhanced. As for the A decays into hAs and ZHs, they are a factor 2.6 larger
and the one into HsAs only half as large compared to A.1. Correspondingly the final state rates
are changed.

These two scenarios are examples of an NMSSM Higgs spectrum which is rather light and
where all Higgs bosons can be discovered, both directly or in Higgs-to-Higgs or Higgs-to-gauge-
Higgs decays. They also show the importance of looking into photon final states at mass values
below 125 GeV. Furthermore, the Higgs cascade decays give access to the trilinear Higgs self-
couplings λHHsHs , λHHsh, λAAsh and λAAsHs . Finally, the heavy scalar and pseudoscalar also
have sizeable rates into a pair of two lightest neutralinos. Though this final state leads to
missing energy signatures and does not allow for the mass reconstruction it adds to possible
search channels.

6.2 Scenarios B - H1 ≡ h and small tan β

In the scenarios B it is the lightest Higgs boson that is SM-like.

B.1) Singlet-like A1 production from heavy Higgs decays: The definition of scenario B.1 is given
in Table 7 and the signal rates in Table 8. The scenario is very special as it not only involves
a very singlet-like lightest pseudoscalar A1 ≡ As, but this also has a large branching ratio into
photons, BR(As → γγ) = 0.84. Together with large Higgs-to-Higgs branching ratios for Hs and
H, BR(Hs → AsAs) = 0.97 and BR(H → hHs) = 0.51, this leads to spectacular signatures
with multi-photon and/or multi-b as well multi-τ final states.

In detail, due to the singlet nature of As its gluon fusion production cross section is extremely
small with only 0.08 fb, so that alternative production mechanisms must be exploited. The Hs

coupling to gluons is large enough to lead to a sizeable cross section of 282 fb. (It is smaller
by almost a factor 10 compared to the scenarios A because Hs here is the second lightest Higgs
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A.1 (Point ID 3877) Signal Rates

σ(ggHs) 2.37 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → bb̄) 2.04 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ττ) 204.82 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → γγ) 2.74 fb

σ(ggH) 4.29 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H → bb̄) 40.88 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ττ) 5.10 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H →WW ) 49.13 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZZ) 22.41 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 1.27 pb

σ(ggH)BR(H → HsHs) 458.74 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → HsHs → bb+ bb) 341.12 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → HsHs → bb+ ττ) 68.34 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → HsHs → ττ + ττ) 3.42 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → HsHs → bb+ γγ) 0.92 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs) 505.60 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ bb) 274.92 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ ττ) 56.46 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → ττ + ττ) 2.90 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ γγ) 1.34 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs) 1.07 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ll + bb) 31.67 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ττ + bb) 46.59 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ττ + ττ) 3.32 fb

σ(ggAs) 914.07 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → bb̄) 804.77 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → ττ) 84.15 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → γγ) 0.36 fb

σ(ggA) 3.36 pb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ tt̄) 1.43 pb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 686.00 fb

σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs) 472.37 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ bb) 262.24 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → ττ + bb) 55.00 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → ττ + ττ) 2.88 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs →WW + bb) 85.39 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → γγ + bb) 1.04 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs) 285.76 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → bb+ bb) 216.95 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → ττ + bb) 44.42 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → ττ + ττ) 2.27 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → γγ + bb) 0.39 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs) 158.13 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ll + bb̄) 4.59 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ττ + bb̄) 6.66 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ττ + ττ) 0.46 fb

Table 5: The signal rates for A.1.
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A.2 (Point ID 2212) Signal Rates

σ(ggHs) 2.36 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → bb̄) 2.12 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ττ) 214 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → γγ) 0.4 fb

σ(ggH) 4.34 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H → bb) 66.98 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ττ) 8.29 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H →WW ) 151.38 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZZ) 68.47 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 854.09 fb

σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs) 899.34 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ bb) 506.58 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ ττ) 104.25 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → ττ + ττ) 5.36 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ γγ) 2.02 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs →WW + bb̄) 161.89 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs) 1.43 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ll + bb̄) 43.41 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ττ + bb̄) 62.10 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ττ + ττ) 4.15 fb

σ(ggAs) 1.36 pb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → bb̄) 1.22 pb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → ττ) 116.8 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → γγ) 0.3 fb

σ(ggA) 3.04 pb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 1.16 pb

σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs) 1.13 pb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ bb) 640.74 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ ττ) 128.37 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → ττ + ττ) 6.42 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+WW ) 203.85 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ γγ) 2.60 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs) 131.49 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → bb+ bb) 106.17 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → bb+ ττ) 20.87 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → ττ + ττ) 1.02 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs) 378.42 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ll + bb̄) 11.43 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ττ + bb̄) 16.63 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ττ + ττ) 1.16 fb

Table 6: The signal rates for A.2.
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B.1 (Point ID Poi2a) Scenario

Mh,MHs
,MH 124.6 GeV 181.7 GeV 322.6 GeV

MAs
,MA 72.5 GeV 311.7 GeV

|SH2hs |2, |PA1as |2 0.90 1

µττ , µbb 1.54 1.01
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.93 0.93 1.01

tanβ, λ, κ 1.9 0.628 0.354
Aλ, Aκ, µeff 251.2 GeV 53.8 GeV 158.9 GeV
M1,M2,M3 890 GeV 576 GeV 1219 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ 1555 GeV -1005 GeV -840 GeV
MQ3 = MtR , MbR 1075 GeV 1 TeV
ML3

= MτR , MSUSY 530 GeV 2.5 TeV

Table 7: The parameters defining scenario B.1, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.

and hence the available phase space is smaller.) As Hs has a large branching ratio into As
pairs and As itself into photon pairs, the thus produced four photon final state rate amounts
to almost 200 fb. The heavy doublet Higgs H is produced in gluon fusion with 3.2 pb and its
branching ratio into hHs is 0.51. With the large Hs decay rate into AsAs this leads to very
peculiar signatures with up to 6 photons in the final state. The largest rate is given by the
(4γ)(bb̄) signature with 712 fb. Additionally, we have A production in gluon fusion at 2.5 pb,
which leads via the decay into HsAs (BR(A → HsAs)=0.21) again to multiphoton final states
with or without additional b-quark or τ -pairs. Here the 6γ final state even amounts to 302 fb.
With a branching ratio BR(A → ZHs) = 0.22 also this decay leads to interesting final states
with e.g. (4γ)(bb̄) production at 58 fb. Finally, also the decay into hAs may be exploited in its
(γγ)(bb̄) final state with a cross section of 16 fb. These and more possible combinations and
final states are summarised in Table 8. It shows that in this scenario with a rather light overall
spectrum, all Higgs bosons can be discovered, and that there are spectacular signatures possible
that can be helpful for the discovery. Additionally, in the cascade decays the trilinear couplings
λHsAsAs , λHHsh, λHAsAs , λAAsHs and λAAsh are accessible. Note finally, that the multiphoton
(plus fermion) final states discussed here cannot occur in the MSSM and are unique to an
extension beyond, as the NMSSM.

B.2) Heavy Higgs spectrum: Scenario B.2, defined in Table 9 is an example for a spectrum where
it is challenging to find all NMSSM Higgs states. This is because of the heavier H and A with
masses around 560 GeV, a not so light As as e.g. in scenario A.2 and a very singlet-like Hs. The
latter has a gluon fusion production cross section of 19 fb, leading to a ττ final state at only
0.3 fb, cf. Table 10. The only alternative production via Higgs-to-Higgs decays is given by the
H → hHs decay leading to small 0.5 fb in the (ττ)(bb̄) final state. The pseudoscalar singlet As
on the other hand has a larger gluon fusion production cross section now than in B.1 and can
be searched for in standard final states. Additionally the decay of A into hAs can be used to
produce As in the (ττ)(bb̄) final state e.g. at 21 fb. Also the H → ZAs → (ττ)(bb̄) production
leading to 14 fb, may be used. Both H and A are heavy enough to decay into top pairs and
may be discovered in these decay channels with rates into tt̄ between 550 fb for A and 623 fb
for H. In this scenario only the trilinear couplings λHHsh and λAAsh are accessible.

B.3) Heavy Higgs spectrum, B.2 reversed: The scenario B.3, cf. Table 11, is reversed compared
to B.2 in the sense that now H2 ≡ Hs is somewhat less singlet-like and A1 ≡ As is very singlet-
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B.1 (Point ID Poi2a) Decay Rates

σ(ggHs) 282.37 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs →WW ) 5.09 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → AsAs) 274.75 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → AsAs → bb̄+ bb̄) 5.87 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → AsAs → γγ + bb̄) 67.33 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → AsAs → γγ + γγ) 193.22 fb

σ(ggH) 3.17 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H →WW ) 264.73 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZZ) 119.52 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → bb̄) 297.37 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ττ) 37.65 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 383.33 fb

σ(ggH)BR(H → χ̃+
1 χ̃

−
1 ) 403.14 fb

σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs) 1.609 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ ττ) 1.44 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → h+AsAs → bb+ 4γ) 712.47 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → h+AsAs → γγ + 4b) 248.02 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → h+AsAs → ττ + 4γ) 74.60 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → h+AsAs → γγ + 4τ) 2.47 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → h+AsAs → 6γ) 2.69 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → h+AsAs → ττ + γγ + bb̄) 49.55 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → AsAs) 5.59 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → AsAs → 4γ) 3.93 fb

σ(ggAs) 0.08 fb

σ(ggA) 2.51 pb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ττ) 14.42 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 963.87 fb

σ(ggA)BR(A→ χ̃+
1 χ̃

−
1 ) 273.57 fb

σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs) 525.56 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → AsAs +As → 6γ) 301.58 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → AsAs +As → bb+ 4γ) 157.64 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → AsAs +As → 4b+ γγ) 27.47 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → AsAs +As → ττ + 4γ) 14.99 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → AsAs +As → ττ + bb+ γγ) 5.22 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → AsAs +As → 4τ + γγ) 0.25 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs) 29.96 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → γγ + bb̄) 16.25 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → γγ + ττ) 1.70 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb̄+ bb̄) 2.83 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs) 554.38 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → bb+AsAs → bb+ 4γ) 57.36 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → bb+AsAs → 4b+ γγ) 19.99 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → Z +AsAs → bb+ ττ + γγ) 6.35 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ll/ττ +AsAs → ll/ττ + 4γ) 12.78 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ll/ττ +AsAs → llττ/4τ + γγ) 0.42 fb

Table 8: The signal rates for B.1.
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B.2 (Point ID 1142) Scenario

Mh,MHs
,MH 126.8 GeV 176.2 GeV 556.3 GeV

MAs
,MA 106.6 GeV 577.8 GeV

|SH2hs |2, |PA1as |2 0.99 0.92

µττ , µbb 1.03 1.21
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.93 0.93 0.89

tanβ, λ, κ 1.61 0.62 -0.22
Aλ, Aκ, µeff -709.2 GeV -169.3 GeV -236.5 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ -899.8 GeV -1436.3 GeV 857.5 GeV
M1, M2, M3 651.4 GeV 307.0 GeV 1340.6 GeV
MQ3 = MtR , MbR 2578.9 GeV 3 TeV
ML3

= MτR , MSUSY 1863.7 GeV 3 TeV

Table 9: The parameters defining scenario B.2, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.

B.2 (Point ID 1142) Signal Rates

σ(ggHs) 19.03 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs →WW ) 15.46 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → bb̄) 2.68 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ττ) 0.30 fb

σ(ggH) 1.15 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H → tt̄) 623.39 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 10.84 fb

σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs) 322.93 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ll + bb̄) 9.61 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ττ + bb̄) 14.03 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs) 26.62 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → ττ + bb̄) 0.50 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs →WW + bb̄→ (lν)(lν)bb̄) 0.16 fb

σ(ggAs) 1.56 pb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → bb̄) 1.38 pb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → ττ) 140 fb

σ(ggA) 824.23 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ tt̄) 551.88 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs) 184.87 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ bb) 100.05 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ ττ) 20.72 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → ττ + ττ) 1.07 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ γγ) 0.36 fb

Table 10: The signal rates for B.2.

like, so that here As production will be challenging. Its gluon fusion production cross section
amounts only to 32 fb leading to a ττ rate of 3 fb as can be inferred from Table 12. It can
also be produced in heavy A cascade decays via hAs and HsAs. The former leads to 3.9 fb in
the (ττ)(bb̄) final state, the latter to 1.7 fb. The singlet Hs now can be looked for in standard
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final states as e.g. ττ with 18 fb or with larger rates in gauge boson final states. It can also be
produced from A → ZHs decays. The heavy H and A again can decay into top pairs, at rates
around 680 fb. The pseudoscalar doublet A additionally decays into a lightest neutralino pair at
sizeable rate. The trilinear couplings accessible in this scenario are λHHsh, λAAsh and λAAsHs .

B.3 (Point ID 210) Scenario

Mh,MHs ,MH 124.1 GeV 184.3 GeV 463.1 GeV
MAs

,MA 133.4 GeV 457.2 GeV
|SH2hs

|2, |PA1
as|2 0.96 0.99

µττ , µbb 1.44 1.99
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.90 0.90 0.97

tanβ, λ, κ 2.22 0.60 0.30
Aλ, Aκ, µeff 348.7 GeV 4.5 GeV 191.8 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ -1130.2 GeV -6.5 GeV 1951.6 GeV
M1, M2, M3 136.4 GeV 273.4 GeV 1789.0 GeV
MQ3

= MtR , MbR 2838.3 GeV 3 TeV
ML3 = MτR , MSUSY 1659.3 GeV 3 TeV

Table 11: The parameters defining scenario B.3, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.

6.3 Scenario C - H1 ≡ h and large tan β

Scenario C in Table 13 explicitly features a large value of tanβ, i.e. tanβ = 17. Along with
this comes a very heavy, additionally practically 100% singlet-like, Higgs boson of 3.5 TeV. This
makes it very difficult if not impossible to discover the complete NMSSM Higgs spectrum. Due
to the large value of tanβ gluon fusion is not effective as production mechanism. Instead the
signal rates for Higgs production in association with bb̄ are given in Table 14 for the doublet-like
Higgs bosons H and A, both with masses around 600 GeV, and the singlet-like pseudoscalar
As, that is also rather heavy with a mass around 312 GeV. For comparison we also give the
corresponding cross section for the SM-like Higgs boson. The production cross sections are large
enough to produce the NMSSM Higgs bosons, apart from the heavy Hs, at sufficient rates for
discovery in the standard channels. In addition, the pseudoscalar singlet As can be searched for
in the cascade decay via A → hAs or H → ZAs. All other Higgs-to-Higgs or Higgs-to-gauge-
Higgs decays for H or A are kinematically closed. Therefore in this scenario the only trilinear
Higgs coupling that may be measurable is λAAsh.

6.4 Scenarios D

The scenarios D are characterized by a SM-like Higgs given by H2, H2 ≡ h, that can decay into
lighter singlet pairs.

D.1) SM-like Higgs decays into light CP-even singlet-like Higgs pairs: The scenario D.1, Table 15,
leads to a very light CP-even singlet Higgs Hs with a mass of 9.6 GeV. The branching ratio of
the SM-like h, that is copiously produced with a cross section of 44 pb, into HsHs makes up 10%.
The singlet Hs is so light that it cannot decay into bottom pairs and instead decays at 90% into
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B.3 (Point ID 210) Signal Rates

σ(ggHs) 390.38 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → bb̄) 160.37 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ττ) 18.46 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs →WW ) 176.63 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ZZ) 29.00 fb

σ(ggH) 1.326 pb
σ(ggH)BR(H → tt̄) 684.96 fb

σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs) 184.85 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ bb) 50.46 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ ττ) 11.08 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → ττ + ττ) 0.61 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb+ γγ) 0.24 fb

σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs) 36.41 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ll + bb̄) 1.09 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → ZAs → ττ + bb̄) 1.62 fb

σ(ggAs) 31.49 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → bb̄) 28.03 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → ττ) 3.01 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → γγ) 0.13 fb

σ(ggA) 1.26 pb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ tt̄) 680.53 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 109.32 fb

σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs) 31.19 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb̄+ bb̄) 18.41 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → ττ + bb̄) 3.91 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → ττ + ττ) 0.21 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → γγ + bb) 0.15 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs) 20.94 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → bb̄+ bb̄) 7.67 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ HsAs → ττ + bb̄) 1.71 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs) 90.21 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ll + bb) 1.25 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → ττ + bb) 1.90 fb

Table 12: The signal rates for B.3.

τ pairs. This leads then to cascade decay rates of 3.6 pb in the decay chain h → HsHs → 4τ ,
cf. Table 16. And even the (ττ)(µµ) final state reaches 32 fb. This channel should therefore not
only allow for Hs discovery, but also for the measurement of the triple Higgs coupling λhHsHs .
Better discovery prospects for Hs are obtained in direct gluon fusion production with subse-
quent decay into e.g. τ pairs. As Hs is so light and not 100% singlet-like its gluon fusion cross
section is large with 440 pb. The ττ final state rate is then given by enormous 405 pb. And
also the rare decays into charm quarks amount to 5.2 pb, allowing for a measurement of the
Hscc̄ coupling. The 2γ final state finally reaches 8 fb. The masses of the doublets H and A are
around 790 GeV, so that their gluon fusion production cross sections only reach O(40 fb). Their
masses are large enough so that they decay into top quark pairs, also the lightest neutralino pair
final state rates can reach ∼ 6 fb. Furthermore, the branching ratio BR(H → hHs) = 0.21 so
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C (Point ID 2296) Scenario

Mh,MH ,MHs
124.1 GeV 597.7 GeV 3528.3 GeV

MAs
,MA 311.8 GeV 614.5 GeV

|SH3hs |2, |PA1as |2 1 0.93

µττ , µbb 0.97 1.06
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.78 0.78 0.80

tanβ, λ, κ 17.06 0.08 -0.63
Aλ, Aκ, µeff -1766.2 GeV -24.2 GeV -217.1 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ 1961.8 GeV -1535.3 GeV -1211.9 GeV
M1, M2, M3 478.3 GeV 369.2 GeV 2847.8 GeV
MQ3 = MtR , MbR 977.0 GeV 3 TeV
ML3

= MτR , MSUSY 2797.1 GeV 3 TeV

Table 13: The parameters defining scenario C, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.

C (Point ID 2296) Higgs Decays

σ(bbH) 346.97 fb
σ(bbH)BR(H → bb̄) 190.72 fb
σ(bbH)BR(H → ττ) 23.32 fb
σ(bbH)BR(H → tt̄) 5.37 fb
σ(bbH)BR(H → χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 7.00 fb

σ(bbH)BR(H → χ̃+
1 χ̃

−
1 ) 16.21 fb

σ(bbH)BR(H → ZAs) 101.84 fb
σ(bbH)BR(H → ZAs → ll + bb̄) 3.08 fb
σ(bbH)BR(H → ZAs → ττ + bb̄) 4.61 fb

σ(bbAs) 404.91 fb
σ(bbAs)BR(As → bb̄) 364.21 fb
σ(bbAs)BR(As → ττ) 40.17 fb

σ(bbh) 643.60 fb

σ(bbA) 282.80 fb
σ(bbA)BR(A→ bb̄) 151.41 fb
σ(bbA)BR(A→ ττ) 18.60 fb
σ(bbA)BR(A→ tt̄) 5.08 fb
σ(bbA)BR(A→ χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 6.85 fb

σ(bbA)BR(A→ hAs) 76.27 fb
σ(bbA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ bb) 46.65 fb
σ(bbA)BR(A→ hAs → bb+ ττ) 9.98 fb
σ(bbA)BR(A→ hAs → ττ + ττ) 0.53 fb

Table 14: The signal rates for C.

that the Higgs-to-Higgs cascade into the (ττ)(bb̄) final state reaches 4.3 fb and can add to the
Hs search channel or alternatively to the measurement of the λHHsh coupling. The pseudoscalar
can decay via hAs. However, the (ττ)(bb̄) rate is small with 0.3 fb. The extraction of the triple
coupling λAAsh will be difficult here. But it can add to the As discovery, in particular as the
gluon fusion cross section for the very singlet-like As is small. Finally, A can decay into the
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D.1 (Point ID 5416) Scenario

MHs
,Mh,MH 9.6 GeV 124.2 GeV 793.4 GeV

MAs
,MA 273.2 GeV 792.2 GeV

|SH1hs |2, |PA1As |2 0.98 0.99

µττ , µbb 0.90 0.89
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.92 0.92 0.92

tanβ, λ, κ 3.37 0.64 0.20
Aλ, Aκ, µeff -709.0 GeV 297.3 GeV -222.4 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ -1075.3 GeV -1973.1 GeV -143.7 GeV
M1, M2, M3 307.7 GeV 789.8 GeV 2933.1 GeV
MQ3 = MtR , MbR 2931.3 GeV 3 TeV
ML3

= MτR , MSUSY 2930.8 GeV 3 TeV

Table 15: The parameters defining scenario D.1, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.

D.1 (Point ID 5416) Signal Rates

σ(ggh) 44.28 pb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ HsHs) 4.22 pb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ HsHs → ττ + ττ) 3.58 pb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ HsHs → ττ + µµ) 31.64 fb

σ(ggHs) 439.80 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → µµ) 1.79 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ττ) 405.09 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → cc̄) 5.17 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ss̄) 7.24 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → γγ) 7.95 fb

σ(ggH) 38.72 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → tt̄) 9.80 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 5.73 fb

σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs) 8.08 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → bb̄+ ττ) 4.26 fb
σ(ggH)BR(H → hHs → ττ + ττ) 0.45 fb

σ(ggAs) 9.31 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → bb̄) 3.78 fb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → ττ) 0.46 fb

σ(ggA) 41.26 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ tt̄) 11.24 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1) 5.94 fb

σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs) 4.95 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb̄+ bb̄) 1.15 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ hAs → bb̄+ ττ) 0.26 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs) 7.78 fb
σ(ggA)BR(A→ ZHs → bb̄+ ττ) 1.08 fb

Table 16: The signal rates for D.1.
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gauge-Higgs final state ZHs leading to 1 fb in the (ττ)(bb̄) final state.

D.2) SM-like Higgs decays into light CP-odd singlet-like Higgs pairs: In the scenario D.2, de-
fined in Table 17, the SM-like Higgs can decay into a pair of pseudoscalar singlets As. The
latter is very light with a mass around 62 GeV. The lightest scalar Hs with a mass of 112 GeV
is close in mass to h, and both mix strongly, so that the gluon fusion production cross section
for h only amounts to 27 pb, while the Hs production is rather large for a singlet-like boson and
reaches 17 pb, as given in Table 18. The h reduced rates are still compatible with the LHC data,
although the final state rates for ττ and bb̄ are somewhat on the lower side. The h cascade decay
via an As pair reaches in the (ττ)(bb̄) final state a large cross section of 276 fb. This should
make a measurement of the triple Higgs couplings λhAsAs possible. Also the 4τ final state is
sizeable with 12 fb. The light As can be directly produced, too, and then searched for in the ττ
final state with a rate of 92 fb. The copiously produced Hs can be searched for in the standard
decay channels. Difficult, however, if not impossible is the production of the doublet-like H and
A, as they have masses of 1.3 TeV. Since they are both rather down-component doublet-like, one
might consider associated production with a b-quark pair, in view of the not so small tanβ = 6.4.
But also these cross sections remain below 1 fb.

Picking up the idea presented in [95], sum rules for the Higgs couplings can be exploited to
give a hint to the missing states, in case the heavy Higgs bosons cannot be discovered. This
allows then to disentangle an NMSSM Higgs sector from a supersymmetric Higgs sector with
minimal particle content, if e.g. only three Higgs bosons are discovered and not all of them are
scalar. From Eq. (4.26) and the unitarity of the RS matrix, it can be derived that the NMSSM
CP-even Higgs couplings to vector bosons with respect to the SM coupling obey the sum rule

3∑
i=1

g2
HiV V = 1 . (6.32)

D.2 (Point ID 110) Scenario

MHs
,Mh,MH 112.0 GeV 126.3 GeV 1288.2 GeV

MAs
,MA 61.5 GeV 1287.4 GeV

|SH1hs |2, |PA1as |2 0.63 1

µττ , µbb 0.73 0.62
µZZ , µWW , µγγ 0.90 1.03 1.06

tanβ, λ, κ 6.36 0.47 0.14
Aλ, Aκ, µeff 1217.1 GeV 19.6 GeV 195.3 GeV
At, Ab, Aτ -1804.6 GeV -1196.8 GeV 1704.8 GeV
M1, M2, M3 417.2 GeV 237.5 GeV 2362.2 GeV
MQ3 = MtR , MbR 967.8 GeV 3 TeV
ML3

= MτR , MSUSY 2491.6 GeV 3 TeV

Table 17: The parameters defining scenario D.2, together with the Higgs boson masses, singlet components and
reduced signal rates of h.
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D.2 (Point ID 110) Signal Rates

σ(ggh) 27.37 pb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ AsAs) 1.85 pb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ AsAs → bb+ bb) 1.55 pb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ AsAs → bb+ ττ) 276.30 fb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ AsAs → ττ + ττ) 12.36 fb
σ(ggh)BR(h→ AsAs → bb+ γγ) 0.34 fb

σ(ggHs) 17.25 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → bb̄) 14.64 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ττ) 1.50 pb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → γγ) 13.93 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → ZZ) 23.90 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs →WW ) 401.21 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → µµ) 5.33 fb
σ(ggHs)BR(Hs → Zγ) 4.15 fb

σ(ggAs) 1.13 pb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → bb̄) 1.03 pb
σ(ggAs)BR(As → ττ) 92.46 fb

σ(ggH) 0.46 fb
σ(bbH) 0.82 fb

σ(ggA) 0.72 fb
σ(bbA) 0.82 fb

Table 18: The signal rates for D.2.

The Hi couplings GHitt/bb to top and bottom quarks (normalised to the SM) are given by

GHitt
gHSM tt

≡ gHitt =
RSi2
sinβ

(6.33)

GHibb
gHSM bb

≡ gHibb =
RSi1

cosβ
. (6.34)

Exploiting the unitarity of RS leads to the sum rule

1∑3
i=1 g

2
Hitt

+
1∑3

i=1 g
2
Hibb

= 1 . (6.35)

If three neutral Higgs bosons are discovered, but not all of them are CP-even, then these rules
are violated, while in the MSSM with only three neutral Higgs bosons in total the sum rules
would be fulfilled. Applying this to our scenario, in case among the CP-even Higgs bosons we
only find h and Hs but not the heavy H, the sums Eqs. (6.32) and (6.35) result in

2∑
i=1

g2
HiV V ≈ 1 (6.36)

for the gauge couplings and

1∑2
i=1 g

2
Hitt

+
1∑2

i=1 g
2
Hibb

= 1.85 (6.37)
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for the Yukawa couplings. As the heavy doublet H is dominated by the Hd component RS31 and
the coupling to down-type quarks is additionally enhanced for large tanβ values, cf. Eq. (6.34),
the missing H3 coupling to down-type quarks has a large effect on the Yukawa coupling sum
rule. For the same reason the effect on the vector coupling sum rule is negligible, cf. Eq.(4.26).
At a future high-energy LHC the couplings to fermions will be measurable at O(10− 20%) level
accuracy [96]. This is largely sufficient to test for the deviation in the Yukawa coupling sum rule
in this scenario.

7 Conclusions

After the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC no direct sign of new particles beyond
the SM has shown up yet. Also the discovered Higgs boson itself looks very SM-like. Still it
could be the SM-like resonance of an extended Higgs sector as it emerges in supersymmetric
theories. In particular, the NMSSM with five neutral Higgs bosons gives rise to a very interesting
phenomenology and a plethora of new signatures. We have investigated in a large scan over the
NMSSM parameter range, what the prospects of pinning down the NMSSM Higgs sector at the
13 TeV run of the LHC are. Hereby we have taken into account the constraints that arise from
the LEP, Tevatron and LHC Higgs boson searches, from Dark Matter measurements and low-
energy observables and from exclusion bounds on SUSY particles. We find, that in the NMSSM
both the lightest or next-to-lightest Higgs boson can be the SM-like Higgs boson. The LHC
Higgs signal can also be built up by two Higgs resonances that are almost degenerate and have
masses close to 125 GeV. Furthermore, viable scenarios can be found for low and high tanβ
values.

We have investigated the production rates of the neutral Higgs bosons in the SM final states.
A lot of scenarios should be accessible at the LHC, some, however, will be challenging and
possibly not allow for the discovery of all NMSSM Higgs bosons. We therefore subsequently
focused on the subspace of the NMSSM, that we call the Natural NMSSM, and which features
heavy Higgs bosons with masses below about 530 GeV and besides a light CP-odd singlet state a
light CP-even singlet-like Higgs boson with a mass between about 62 and 117 GeV. The study of
the signal rates in the SM final states reveals that the Natural NMSSM should give access to all
neutral NMSSM Higgs bosons in most of the scenarios. Where the discovery in direct production
is difficult, it can be complemented by searches in Higgs-to-Higgs or Higgs-to-gauge boson-Higgs
decays. It should therefore be possible to discover the Natural NMSSM Higgs bosons at the
next run of the LHC or to strongly constrain this scenario.

Higgs decays into Higgs pairs offer an interesting alternative to the discovery of Higgs states
that may be difficult to be accessed in direct production. At the same time they give access to
the trilinear Higgs self-coupling involved in the Higgs-to-Higgs decays. Taking the results of our
large parameter scan we have extracted benchmark scenarios that highlight different properties
of Higgs-to-Higgs-decays. In analysing the various decay signatures, we found multi-photon and
multi-fermion signatures that not only lead to very promising signal rates (far above the ones
to be expected in SM Higgs pair production), but some of them are also unique to the NMSSM
and lead to spectacular final states with up to six photons. Another interesting outcome is
the possibility of CP-even singlet states that are below the bottom pair threshold, so that the
decays into other light fermions are dominant and give access to the measurement of Higgs
couplings to taus, muons and even light quarks. Finally, we show in one example, how coupling
measurements could help to point to an additional CP-even Higgs boson, in case not all CP-even
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states should have been discovered.

In summary, our results show that the search for Higgs bosons needs to be continued not
only in the high- but also in the low-mass regions below 125 GeV. Furthermore, we have to be
prepared for new exotic signatures that cannot appear in minimal supersymmetric extensions of
the SM, but are possible in the NMSSM due to significant signal rates arising from Higgs pair
production in Higgs decays.
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Appendix

A Higgs Couplings in the Natural NMSSM

In the following approximations for the Higgs couplings in the parameter range of the Natural
NMSSM will be given. First of all, the 125 GeV Higgs boson has to be produced with SM-like
rates. This means that it must have large enough couplings to top quarks and hence a large
Hu component. At the same time, it is advantageous not to have a too large Hd component, as
then the coupling to b quarks is suppressed, leading to enhanced branching ratios that account
for a possible slight suppression in the production. Due to the unitarity of the mixing matrix
rotating the interaction to the Higgs mass eigenstates, this means, that the other doublet-like
heavier Higgs boson must be Hd-like. The light CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons, Hs and As
respectively, must be singlet-like in order to avoid the exclusion bounds. In summary, for the
natural NMSSM the approximate compositions of the CP-even Higgs mass eigenstates expressed
in terms of the mixing matrix Rij (i = Hs, h,H, j = hd, hu, hs), in the notation of Section 5,
are given by

(Hs, h,H)T = RS(hd, hu, hs)
T =

 0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

 (hd, hu, hs)
T . (A.1)

For the composition of the pseudoscalars we have,

(As, A)T = RP (a, as)
T =

(
0 1
1 0

)
(a, as)

T , (A.2)

with a = sinβad + cosβau. Comparing this with the actual composition as result of our scan,
the actual composition is approximated rather well, with at most 30% deviations. With these
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assumptions we get for the trilinear Higgs couplings involved in the Higgs-to-Higgs decays, in
units of the SM coupling,

gHhh =
cosβ

M2
Z

(λ2v2 −M2
Z) (A.3)

gHhHs =
−v√
2M2

Z

(λAλ + 2κµ) (A.4)

gHHsHs =
λv2

M2
Z

(λ cosβ − κ sinβ) (A.5)

ghHsHs =
λv2

M2
Z

(λ sinβ − κ cosβ) (A.6)

ghAAs =
λv sinβ

2M2
Z

(
√

2Aλ − 2κvs) (A.7)

ghAsAs =
λv2

M2
Z

(κ cosβ + λ sinβ) (A.8)

gHsAAs =
−λv2κ

M2
Z

(A.9)

gHAsAs =
λv2

M2
Z

(κ sinβ + λ cosβ) . (A.10)
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